2.6 CABE International Education Travel—Action Item

**International Travel:**
In 2017, the CABE Board approved that CABE would offer an international education trip to different countries that represent the languages and cultures of the students that we work with in our schools. The trips would be focused on language, culture, history, art, political framing, and the education system.

We had planned a trip to Cuba in Dec 2017, but due to political instability (in the US) and a change of travel guidelines for US citizens, CABE made the difficult decision to postpone the trip.

To continue our efforts in this area, it is proposed that we prioritize the countries to organize yearly educational tours and to identify a travel agency or educational travel group to lead and plan the travel.

**Suggested Country prioritization**
Cuba (review)
Peru—Summer 2019
China—2020
Spain—Summer 2021
Vietnam—2022
Mexico—2023

Additionally, it is proposed that CABE contract with an education travel group or travel agency to plan and organize the trip, both in California and the country of destination.